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selections of those parameters. Moreover, the number of
parameters used in GA approaches are very large, ten to twenty at
least. Additionally, an inverse kinematics calculation is necessary
to convert the locus of paw into joint angles as extra efforts.

ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a new approach to develop a fast gait for
quadruped robot using genetic programming (GP). Several recent
approaches have focused on the genetic algorithm (GA) to
generate a gait automatically and shown significant improvements
over previous results. Most of current GA based approaches use
pre-selected parameters, but it is difficult to select the appropriate
parameters for the optimization of gait. To overcome these
problems of GA based approach, we proposed an efficient
approach which optimizes joint angle trajectories using genetic
programming. Our GP based method has obtained much better
results than GA based approaches for experiments of Sony AIBO
ers-7 in Webots environment. The elite archive mechanism(EAM)
was introduced to prevent premature convergence problems in GP
and has shown improvements.

Therefore, in order to fundamentally overcome these problems of
GA based approach, we propose an efficient approach with
genetic programming to optimize joint angle trajectories instead
of locus of paw. The proposed method optimizes only 4-6 joint
trajectories rather than numerous parameters as in the GA
approaches. Especially, GP based search is an effective way to
generate each joint trajectories in an open-ended manner.
Additionally, we introduce the modified elite archive
mechanism(EAM), which can prevent premature convergence
problems in GP.

2. GP BASED GAIT CONTROL IN GAIT
CONTROL IN JOINT SPACE

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.9 [Artificial Intelligence]: Robotics

The concept of gait generation in joint space using GP is shown in
Figure 1. Without a need of conversion from Cartesian space, gait
is determined by a series of joint positions(or angles) directly in
terms of a numeric expression which represents joint trajectory by
time. GP generates and evolves joint trajectories which are
represented by each tree as similar to a symbolic regression.

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
The mobility of walking robot distinguishes from wheeled robot
in that the walking robot can traverse in uneven and unstructured
environments[1]. Planning gaits for quadruped robots, such as
Sony Aibo, is a challenging task that requires optimizing a locus
of robot’s paw, an initial position and a number of steps in a
highly irregular and multidimensional space.
Several recent works[1-4] have focused on genetic algorithm or
evolutionary algorithm to automate gaits from optimizing initial
position, a number of movement points per cycle, and the locus of
paw(e.g., rectangular, elliptic, trapezoid, and three dimensional
shape). However, the type and number of parameters related to
the locus of paw and initial position are not standardized or fixed,
so that the optimization results of a gait can be affected by

Figure 1. Representation of trajectory of joints and GP tree
The Sony Aibo has three joints - shoulder, flap, and knee - in each
of its legs. Among three kinds of joints, only shoulder and knee
are concentrated on a gait for a forward walk. Therefore, four
joints trajectories, each with two joints for front and back, are
enough to construct a gait for quadruped robot. In order to
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represent four joints trajectories for a gait using GP, multiple trees
are used to compose an individual.

The results of ordinary multi-pops with GP have shown around 50
cm/s which are slightly better than the recent GA’s approach[2].
The results by elite archive mechanism(EAM) GP are much better
than those of multi-pops approach. It seems to be more robust for
a premature convergence problem.

3. GENETIC PROGRAMMING WITH
ELITE ARCHIVE MECHANISM

To illustrate the obtained gaits in detail, joint trajectories and gait
motions for a typical evolved solution is displayed in Figure 2 and
3. FJ1 and FJ2 represent a joint of front shoulder and front knee,
BJ1 and BJ2 means a joint of back shoulder and back knee.

An elite archive mechanism is used to improve search capability
of GP, while preventing a premature convergence in GP. This
technique preserves elite individuals in the early stage and flow
them into in later stage. Genetic materials of the elite individuals
in early stage are used to refresh an evolutionary convergent state
and to make a role to preserve diversity as long as possible.

Parameters
n = current number of elitist individuals
interval = a period of elite archive operation
Algorithm
1. Initialize Population
2. Evaluate Population
3. if ( gen < 10 ) && (max_elitist_individuals > n) )
Save individuals in elitist archive
4. if ( gen >= 10 ) && ( gen % interval == 0 )
Replace lower fitness individuals with elitist individuals
5. do genetic operation
6. Newpop replaces Oldpop
7. if ( gen > max_gen )
Loop End
else
Go Step 2
8. End.

Figure 2. Joint trajectory graph (1 point = 8ms)

Figure 3. Gait motions
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4. EXPERIMENTS
A simulated model of Sony Aibo ERS-7 in Webots[5] is used.
The fitness function of gait generation is defined to obtain fast
walking velocity within a small sideway diversion. A trot gait is
selected as was in other approaches.
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The tabular results of average velocities for generated gaits are
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Pop size
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